Evoked potentials from passive elbow movements. I. Quantitative spatial and temporal analysis.
Evoked potentials following perturbations of the forearm were recorded monopolarly at 8 scalp sites. Successive 10 msec bins of individual EPs were compared across subjects to determine intervals of consistent potential change. From this analysis it was possible to objectively sort subjects into two subpopulations with different common wave forms. Spatial vectors (potential gradient between two adjacent leads) were computed as well as Laplacian derivatives, to identify electrodes closest to source activity. Subsequently, temporal derivatives of the vectors were computed to define the timing of statistically significant response phases. To more precisely localize the largest potential gradients, component vectors (or their derivatives) in the Laplacians were resolved algebraically on a scaled representation of the scalp. Convergence of these resultant vectors from adjacent areas, identified zones of significant potential change which corresponded to known somatosensory areas. The two subpopulations had initial responses of similar topography localized to the central sulcal region. Subsequently, for one group the area of activated cortex expanded to include posterior parietal and more frontal areas. Prestimulus negative potential shifts had different distributions for the two groups and are described in relation to the poststimulus differences.